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Abstract—In this paper, the Power-Oriented Graphs (POG)
technique is used to model a Hybrid Propulsion System for
driving an agricultural tool. The main elements present in the
system are: an ICE (Internal Combustion Engine), two PMSMs
(Permanent Magnet Synchronous Electric Motors) equipped with
two inverters in order to be properly driven, a planetary gear,
an energy storage device and an agricultural tool. Based on the
system dynamic model, a dedicated control strategy has been
developed allowing to efficiently control the system by reducing
the ICE specific consumption as much as possible. Simulation
results showing the operation of the control strategy are finally
reported and commented in detail.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interest toward hybrid propulsion systems has been

largely increasing in the last years, since they provide a very

large variety of advantages over non-hybrid, traditional propul-

sion systems, including fuel consumption reduction leading

to an improvement of the environmental sustainability. The

latter two issues are very important points nowadays for all

the companies working in the agricultural and automotive

fields. In order to draw the maximum benefits from hybrid

architectures, the need of providing very accurate and effective

control strategies is absolutely imperative; the starting point

for this is always a well-developed and accurate model of the

entire system.

This paper describes the modeling and the developed dedi-

cated control strategy of a Power-Split hybrid architecture. The

main element upon which everything is based is the power-

split device, whose role is played by a planetary gear. Such

power-split topologies using a planetary gear as a power-split

device, i.e. a three-ports element, are typically characterized

by the presence of three contemporary power sources, namely

an ICE and two electric machines. The load is represented

by a shaft, to which the system to be driven is connected.

The latter can be the transmission system of the vehicle or,

in the case study being subject of this paper, an agricultural

tool. The three power sources are clearly not independent of

each other: the ICE is the main power source, i.e. the element

which is responsible for generating the mechanical power

that is going to be split along two different paths, see [1].

A defined fraction of the ICE power will contribute to the

power level demanded by the load, whereas the remaining

fraction will recharge the energy storage device through one

of the electric machines. Consequently, the remaining fraction
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Fig. 1. Structure of the considered Power-Split hybrid propulsion system.

of power demanded by the load will be provided by the other

electric machine, working in this case as a motor. One can

evince that these architectures are always characterized by the

coexistence of two different power paths reaching the load: a

mechanical one, through which a fraction of the ICE power is

delivered to the load, and an electrical one, through which the

remaining part of the power demanded by the load is supplied

by the electric machine working as a motor.

The electrical path represents a “noble” power path, which

is generally less efficient because of the larger number of

elements crossing it. Nevertheless, the presence of this alter-

native power path is what brings the main advantage of an

architecture like this: the potentiality of making the ICE work

in the most efficient operating regions for as long as possible.

This can be evinced by making two observations:

• Thanks to the planetary gear, the ICE speed is decoupled

from the load speed, therefore it can be chosen properly

as a function of the power demand;

• Whatever torque disturbance is coming from the load, it is

going to be compensated by the electric machine which is

closer to the load, making it possible to choose the most

proper ICE torque to minimize the specific consumption

according to the current ICE speed.

The considered hybrid system shows many different con-

figurations depending on which node of the planetary gear

the different power sources are connected to, and on the type

of planetary gear as well. In [2] and [3], the authors focus on

the modeling of the hybrid system of a commercially available

vehicle, where the employed planetary gear is in the following

configuration: composed of a sun gear, a carrier gear and a ring

gear. The sun gear is connected to one of the electric machines,
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Fig. 2. Simulink block scheme of the considered Power-Split hybrid propulsion system.

the carrier gear is connected to the ICE and the ring gear is

connected to the transmission system of the vehicle. The other

electric machine is connected to the ring in order to perform

energy recovery.

The topology presented in this paper, see Fig. 1, exploits

a different configuration, where the ICE is connected to the

ring gear, one of the electric machines is connected to the ring

gear through an intermediate reduction ratio, the other electric

machine is connected to the sun gear through an intermediate

reduction ratio and the agricultural tool is connected to the

carrier through an additional intermediate reduction ratio. In

principle, both electric machines can work as a motor or as a

generator depending on the system conditions; for this reason,

reference to the electric machine closer to the load will be

made as “EM1” and reference to the electric machine closer

to the ICE will be made as “EM2”.

The most interesting and important issue regarding these

architectures is the power management problem, that is how

the three power sources are controlled in order to minimize

the ICE fuel consumption, thus improving the environmental

sustainability as well. This problem has been addressed by the

authors in [4] and [5].

In this paper, we propose a control strategy for solving the

power management problem which is based on the derivation

of a minimum specific consumption path for the ICE. Such

strategy allows to ensure a low-consumption control policy for

the ICE, allows the compensation of the torque disturbances

coming from the load and guarantees that the power demand

from the load is satisfied.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the

modeling of the considered hybrid system shown in Fig. 1,

giving particular focus to the planetary gear, i.e. the power-

split device. Sec. III describes the idea and the implementation

of the strategy which controls the three power sources to

satisfy the demands. Sec. IV shows the results of a simulation

showing the effectiveness of the presented control strategy.

Finally, the conclusions of this work are presented in Sec. V.

II. MODELING OF THE HYBRID SYSTEM

The power-split hybrid architecture which is subject of study

in this paper is reported in Fig. 1. The corresponding Simulink

block scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The elements composing the

hybrid architecture in Fig. 2 are, from left to right, the electric

machine denoted by “EM2”, the inverter controlling this latter

element, the energy storage device (i.e. the supercapacitor Cs),

the inverter controlling the electric machine EM1, the electric

machine EM1, the ICE, the planetary gear acting as a power-

split device and, finally, the agricultural tool representing the

load of the system.

The electric machines used in this architecture are PMSMs

and have been modeled by using the POG technique, [6]- [7].

Two industrial PMSMs have been used for this project; the

actual parameters values used in the machines models have

been estimated from the machines datasheet by applying an

estimation procedure based on a least square algorithm, as

described by the authors in [8].

The inverters employed to control the two PMSMs apply a

vectorial control based on the POG state space equations, see

[9].

The energy storage device used in the proposed hybrid

architecture is a supercapacitor; its simple dynamic model has

been obtained by using the POG modeling technique.

The internal combustion engine has been modeled within

the subsystem named “ICE” in Fig. 2 and the control strategy

develop for this element is described in detail in Sec III-A.

The shaft of the agricultural tool has been modeled as an

inertia equipped with a linear friction coefficient accounting

for the friction losses; an external torque profile can then be

applied in order to simulate the presence of a disturbance

coming from a real case scenario on the field.

Finally, the dynamic model of the key element, that is the

planetary gear system, is described in the following Sec. II-A.

A. Planetary gear modeling

The planetary gear shown in Fig. 1 has been modeled by

using the systematic and effective approach exploiting the

POG technique described by the authors in [10].

The POG state space equations of the considered planetary

gear are graphically shown in Fig. 3 and mathematically

described by the following POG state space model:
{
L ẋ = Ax+Bu

y = BT x
, x =

[
ω

F

]

, B =

[
I

0

]

(1)

where x, u and y are the state, the input and the output vectors,

respectively, B is the input matrix and I is an identity matrix
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Fig. 3. Compact POG scheme of the considered planetary gear.

of proper dimension. The energy and power matrices L and

A have the following structure:

L =

[
J 0

0 K-1

]

, A =

[
−BJ −RTBkR −RT

R 0

]

The velocity vector ω, the input torque vector u = τ and the

force vector F are defined as follows:

ω =
[
wr wm ws wc wp wg wo

]T

τ =
[
Tr Tm Ts Tc Tp Tg To

]T

F =
[
Frp Frg Fms Fsp Fco

]T
.

The inertia matrix J, the inertia friction matrix BJ , the

stiffness matrix K and the stiffness friction matrix BK are:

J = diag (Jr, Jm, Js, Jc, Jp, Jg, Jo),

BJ = diag (br, bm, bs, bc, bp, bg, bo),

K = diag (Krp, Krg, Kms, Ksp, Kco),

BK = diag (brp, brg, bms, bsp, bco).

The radius matrix R has the following form:

R =









rr1 0 0 −rc1 −rp 0 0
−rr2 0 0 0 0 −rg 0
0 −rm −rs1 0 0 0 0
0 0 rs2 −rc1 rp 0 0
0 0 0 −rc2 0 0 −ro









.

The radii present within matrix R are defined in Fig. 1 and

constrained as follows: rc1 = rp + rs2 and rr1 = 2rp + rs2.

When K → ∞, from the state space model (1) one obtains:

Rω = 0 ⇔







rr1 ωr − rp ωp − rc1 ωc = 0
−rg ωg − rr2 ωr = 0

−rm ωm − rs1 ωs = 0
rp ωp − rc1 ωc + rs2 ωs = 0

−rc2 ωc − ro ωo = 0

(2)

From (2), the state vector x can be expressed as a function of

the two angular speeds ωc and ωr:

[
ω

F

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

x

=























ωr

ωm

ωs

ωc

ωp

ωg

ωo

Frp

Frg

Fms

Fsp

Fco























︸ ︷︷ ︸

x

=
























0 1
−

2rc1rs1
rmrs2

rr1rs1
rmrs2

2rc1
rs2

−
rr1
rs2

1 0
−

rc1
rp

rr1
rp

0 −
rr2
rg

−
rc2
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0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
























︸ ︷︷ ︸

T1

[

ωc

ωr

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

x1

=

[
Q1

0

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

T1

x1

By applying the congruent transformation x = T1x1 to

system (1), one obtains the following reduced system L1ẋ1 =
A1x1 +B1u:
[

J1 J3
J3 J2

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

L1

[

ω̇c

ω̇r

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ẋ1

=

[
b1 b3
b3 b2

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

A1

[

ωc

ωr

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

x1

+ QT

1
︸︷︷︸

B1

τ
︸︷︷︸

u

(3)

where L1 = TT

1LT1, A1 = TT

1AT1 and B1 = TT

1B, see

[10]. The rigid planetary gear model (3) is the one used in

Sec. IV for the simulation of the presented hybrid propulsion

system.

III. CONTROL STRATEGY

This section provides an answer to the following question:

“how is the power management problem addressed?”. The

power demand coming from the load is satisfied thanks to

the joint work of the three power sources present within the

considered architecture: the ICE, EM1 and EM2, see Fig. 1

and Fig. 2. Therefore, the answer to the above question can be

provided by describing the control applied to each of the three

different power sources and the interactions among them.

A. Control of the ICE

The presence of a power-split device such as a planetary

gear allows to decouple the ICE speed from the load speed,

thus allowing to choose the most suitable ICE speed according

to the ICE power demand. A speed control is therefore

applied to the ICE, implemented by a properly designed PID

(Proportional-Integral-Derivative) regulator.

The objective of the control strategy is to make the ICE

work in the most efficient operating regions for as long as pos-

sible to minimize the fuel consumption. For this endothermic

power source, the most efficient operating regions correspond

to those where the ICE specific consumption is minimized. A

piece of information which is typically made available by the

provider is the ICE specific consumption map reported on a

two-dimensional operating plane (ωice, τice) having the ICE

speed ωice on the x axis and the ICE torque τice on the y-axis.

In order to minimize the consumption, it is useful to determine
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a minimum specific consumption path on the operating plane

(ωice, τice) by following these steps:

1) Trace the constant power curves from zero to the max-

imum ICE power Picemax
on plane (ωice, τice), see the

blue lines in Fig. 4;

2) By using the ICE specific consumption map, determine

the most suitable operating point on each constant power

curve, that is the point minimizing the ICE specific

consumption;

3) Approximate the obtained suitable operating points by

using a proper smooth mathematical function, in order

to ensure smooth transitions from an operating point to

another when the power demand changes;

In the current case, the different constant power curves have

been traced with a precision ∆Pice
= 10 kW . A dedicated

Matlab function has been created, whose purpose is to perform

the second step of the procedure on plane (ωice, τice). For the

employed ICE, the computed points on each constant power

curve are marked by the red and black dots reported in Fig. 4.

In order to derive a smoother characteristic, the path drawn in

red in Fig. 4 has been approximated by using the following

second order polynomial function:

τice=a0+ωicea1+ω2
icea2 (4)

where

a0=−4.01 · 103, a1=57.41, a2=−0.16.

The smooth path (4) represents the chosen minimum specific

consumption path on the ICE specific consumption map and

is reported in magenta in Fig. 4.

Once the minimum specific consumption path is computed,

the most suitable point on such path is determined as a non-

linear function of the voltage Vc across the supercapacitor,

which gives an indication about the state of charge of the su-

percapacitor itself. The adopted non-linear function generating

Vcmin
Vclow

Vcref Vcup

Qopt

Qreq

Qmin
Qmax

Fig. 5. Hysteresis control of the ICE.

an hysteresis control for the ICE is graphically described in

Fig. 5 and logically described as follows:

(ωicedes , τicedes)=































Qopt if Vclow <Vc<Vcup

Qreq if Vc≤Vclow until Vc=Vcref

Qmax if Vc≤Vcmin until Vc=Vcref

Qmin if Vc≥Vcup until Vc=Vcref

(5)

where Qopt, Qreq , Qmax and Qmin are defined as follows:

Qopt =
(
ωiceopt , τiceopt

)
, Qreq =

(
ωicereq , τicereq

)
,

Qmax = (ωicemax
, τicemax

) , Qmin = (ωicemin
, τicemin

)

The operating points Qopt, Qmax and Qmin are shown in

Fig. 4 and belong to the minimum specific consumption path.

Voltages Vcmin
, Vclow and Vcup

are the minimum, the lower

and the upper thresholds for the supercapacitor voltage Vc.

These voltages satisfy the following inequalities: Vcmin
<

Vclow < Vcup
. The reference voltage Vcref =(Vcup

+ Vclow)/2
is the mean value between the two voltages Vcup

and Vclow .

As a safety measure, whenever the condition Vc ≤ Vcmin
is

verified, the desired ICE operating point is set as follows

(ωicedes , τicedes)=Qmax, until Vc=Vcref is once again veri-

fied, in order to avoid excessive discharge of the supercapacitor

because of possible peaks from the load external disturbance

torque.

The ICE operating points Qopt, Qmax and Qmin are chosen

on the minimum specific consumption path as described in the

following. The optimal operating point Qopt is the closest to

the minimum consumption point in the center of the inner

green area of the specific consumption map shown in Fig. 4.

The minimum operating point Qmin is the minimum point on

the minimum specific consumption path: ωicemin
=min(ωice)

and τicemin
=min(τice). The maximum operating point Qmax

is the maximum point on the minimum specific consumption

path: ωicemax
=max(ωice) and τicemax

=max(τice).
The use of a required operating point Qreq , instead of

using the maximum operating point Qmax, when Vc ≤ Vclow

allows to keep the operating point as close to the green
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area in Fig. 4 as possible, unless it is strictly necessary

to move it, that is if condition Vc ≤ Vcmin
occurs. The

philosophy behind this reasoning is indeed the one specified

at the beginning of this section: the minimization of the

ICE specific consumption whenever possible. The required

operating point Qreq =
(
ωicereq , τicereq

)
when Vc ≤ Vclow is

computed as follows:

1) ∆P =
∆E

∆T

=
1
2 Cs V

2
cref

−
1
2 Cs V

2
clow

∆T

2) Picereq = Piceopt +∆P = ωiceoptτiceopt +∆P

3) ωicereq = K Picereq

4) τicereq = a0 + ωicereqa1 + ω2
icereq

a2

where ∆P is the ICE required additional power, ∆T =
tlow − tref is the time interval between the instant tlow when

Vc = Vclow and the instant tref when Vc = Vcref , K is a

proportional coefficient properly chosen, and the polynomial

used in step 4) is the one defined in (4). The increasing of the

ICE power by the required ∆P has two consequences:

1) The reduction of the power that EM1 provides to the

load, thus the reduction of the power absorbed from the

supercapacitor;

2) The increase of the power flowing through EM2 and

entering the supercapacitor.

Both consequences contribute to the recharge of the superca-

pacitor itself. In addition, note that the relation reported in

step 3), where the required ICE speed ωicereq is chosen pro-

portional to the ICE demanded power Picereq , well highlights

the speed control applied to the ICE.

An important observation has to be made: the dimensioning

of the supercapacitor affects the frequency of variation of

the ICE operating point. This can be evinced by looking at

the relation ∆P = ∆E/∆T appearing in the first step of

the computation of the ICE required operating point when

Vc ≤ Vclow reported above. The quantity ∆E , representing

the difference between the energy stored within the superca-

pacitor when Vc = Vcref and the energy stored within the

supercapacitor when Vc = Vclow , is directly proportional to

the capacitance value Cs. By assuming that the difference

between the power exiting and entering the supercapacitor,

Pout−Pin, is positive and constant over a certain time interval,

the supercapacitor voltage Vc starts decreasing with a constant

slope, and the time it takes for Vc to decrease by a certain ∆Vc

is directly proportional to the capacitance Cs. This means that

the capacitance value Cs has to be chosen properly, according

to these considerations, as a function of the average power

absorbed by the load for a given application, in order not to

cause excessive variations of the ICE operating point, thus

improving the end user driving/working experience.

B. Control of Electric Machine EM2

The ICE control strategy described in Sec. III-A clearly

shows the presence of a speed control applied to the ICE.

Since both the ICE and EM2 are connected to the ring of the

planetary gear, the latter through an additional reduction ratio,

and a speed control is applied to the ICE, it is straightforward

that the only remaining power variable of EM2 which can be

controlled is the generated torque.

The main goal of the torque control applied to EM2 is

to ensure that the ICE torque is always equal to the desired

torque τicedes provided by the hysteresis control described in

(5) as a function of the desired ICE speed ωicedes , in order

to confine the ICE operating point on the minimum specific

consumption path. Therefore, the desired torque τm2des for

the Electric Machine EM2 is chosen as follows:

τm2des = Km2 ∆τice = Km2 (τicedes − τice)

where Km2 is a properly chosen proportional coefficient. The

desired torque τm2des is then demanded to EM2 by means of

an inverter, which has been inserted within subsystem “Inverter

EM2” in Fig. 2.

C. Control of Electric Machine EM1

The description of the controls applied to the ICE and to

EM2, reported in Sec. III-A and in Sec. III-B respectively,

highlights that the ICE speed and, consequently, the speed

of EM2 are chosen as a function of the power demand to

the ICE and are decoupled from the load speed thanks to the

presence of the planetary gear. From the latter observations, it

is straightforward to state that the element being responsible to

make the load follow the desired speed profile ωodes is EM1.

By using relations (2), one can easily verify that the desired

speed ωm1des for EM1 can be expressed as follows:

ωm1des = −
rs1
rm

[

−
2 rc1 ro

rc2
ωodes − rr1 ωicedes

rs2

]

(6)

as a function of the desired ICE speed ωicedes and the desired

load speed ωodes , respectively. The radii rs1, rm, rc1, ro, rc2,

rr1 and rs2 in (6) are defined in Fig. 1.

A PID regulator is then employed to convert the speed

tracking error ωm1des − ωm1 of EM1 into a desired torque

τm1des . The element being responsible to apply the speed

control to EM1 in order to make the load follow the desired

speed profile ωodes is the inverter inserted within subsystem

“Inverter EM1” in Fig. 2.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The architecture shown in Fig. 2 has been tested in simula-

tion referring to an industrial case study: the objective of the

simulation is to keep the angular speed ωo of the load shaft

equal to a constant value ωodes in presence of an external

disturbance, namely a resistive torque τoload
applied to the

load. The obtained simulation results are shown in Fig. 6,

Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The plots reported in

the figures have been normalized for trade secret reasons,
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however the reader can still appreciate the results from the

characteristics behavior.

ICE Operating Points

ωice [%]

τ i
c
e

[%
]

Qmin

Qopt

Qreq

Fig. 8. ICE operating points and ICE minimum specific consumption path
on the specific consumption map.

The upper subplot in Fig. 6 shows the external torque

disturbance τoload
applied to the load (blue dashed curve) and

the torque τt made available by the joint contribution of the

ICE and EM1 (red curve). The lower subplot in Fig. 6 shows

the desired load speed ωodes (blue dashed line) and the actual
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Fig. 9. Voltage across the supercapacitor; Currents from the inverters.
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Fig. 10. Desired and actual EM2 torques; Desired and actual EM1 torques.

load speed ωo (red line). The good tracking of the desired

signals shows the effectiveness of the speed control applied to

EM1.

The upper subplot in Fig. 7 shows: the torque τiceD de-

manded by the ICE speed control (blue dashed characteristic),

the ICE desired torque τicedes (green dashed line), and the

ICE actual torque τice (red characteristic). The green and red

characteristics are very close, denoting the effectiveness of the

torque control applied to EM2. The lower subplot in Fig. 7

shows the ICE desired speed ωicedes (blue dashed curve) and

the ICE actual speed ωice (red curve). The good tracking of

the desired signal shows the effectiveness of the speed control

applied to the ICE.

The ICE operating points on the ICE consumption map are

shown in red in Fig. 8. This figure clearly shows that the

ICE operating points are always very close to the minimum

specific consumption path (dashed magenta curve), denoting

the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy. In particular,

in this simulation there are three different zones along the

minimum specific consumption path where the ICE operating

points are grouped: 1) the minimum power zone correspond-

ing to minimum operating point Qmin (zone delimited by

the blue ellipse in Fig. 8, 2) the lowest consumption zone

corresponding to the optimal operating point Qopt (zone

delimited by the black ellipse in Fig. 8, and 3) the zone of

the path corresponding to the required operating point Qreq
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in correspondence of a time interval where Vc needs to be

increased from Vc ≤ Vclow to Vc = Vcref (zone delimited by

the red circle in Fig. 8, very close to the middle of the inner

green area). The time intervals in which the ICE operates in the

required operating point Qreq are also highlighted in Fig. 7

by two red ellipses: the one in the upper subplot highlights

when τice = τicereq , the one in the lower subplot highlights

when ωice = ωicereq .

The blue curve in the upper subplot of Fig. 9 shows the

supercapacitor voltage Vc and the thresholds used in the

hysteresis control law (5): Vclow (lower magenta dashed line),

Vcup
(upper magenta dashed line), Vcmin

(lowest red dashed

line) and Vcref (green dashed line). The red dot present

in this subplot highlights the time instant when voltage Vc

becomes lower than threshold Vclow , in which the procedure

for computing the ICE required operating point Qreq on the

minimum specific consumption path described in Sec. III-A is

activated. Then, the speed control applied to the ICE and the

torque control applied to EM2 act in order to take the ICE

to the required operating point: (ωicereq , τicereq ) = Qreq as it

can be seen from Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

The lower subplot of Fig. 9 shows the current IEM2 flowing

through EM2 and entering the supercapacitor (blue curve),

and the current IEM1 exiting the supercapacitor and flowing

through EM1 (red curve).

The desired and actual torques of EM1 and EM2,

τm1des , τm2des , τm1 and τm2, are shown in Fig. 10 in blue

dashed line and in red line, respectively. The desired torque

τm2des has been designed to minimize the ICE torque error

∆τice , and the desired torque τm1des has been designed to

compensate for the external disturbance τoload
of the load.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the modeling and the control of a power-split

hybrid architecture have been presented. The modeling of the

hybrid system has been made by using the POG modeling

technique, which allows an excellent control of the power

flows within the system. Then, an effective solution for the

power management problem has been presented, allowing to

minimize the ICE specific fuel consumption and provide the

load with a power flow which allows to follow the desired

speed and to compensate for the external disturbances applied

to the load shaft. The simulation results show the effectiveness

of the proposed control strategy for controlling the considered

hybrid propulsion system.
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